Do Your Heartstrings Tingle? Change Your Underclothes Now!

Health Dept. Has New Drug

Dopes Have New Dope To Combat Malign Bug Of Technomalessis

Professor Camel C. Presscard, Dean of Science and Applied Differenceology made public last night the results of ten years intensive study carried on by members of the Public Health department of the Institute in collaboration with several members of the female species. The results may be summarized in the following quotation borrowed from the original release:

"Whereas it was of the greatest interest to the advancement of the female human kind to determine the effects of various drugs and pharmaceuticals upon them, experiments were devised, ingenious no end, whereby effects of common microscopic organisms could be studied. The most amazing fact discovered by this process was that women are subject to frequent attacks of Technomalessis, especially in the vicinity of Wellesley, Radcliffe, and other assorted marriage bureaus.

Department Prepares Tablets

"To counteract these scurvyous ailments, the department of Public Health prepared zesto-tiamina-acido-indigestive tablets which have since become available to the general public at the popular prices of $8674924.00 per fifteen molecules. The effects are reported to be remarkable. Technomalessis germs reputedly fall dead at the very contact with the pill, as who wouldn’t. (The same itself is ghastly, isn’t it.)"

"The experiment was tried out on various shemales with the most remarkable results reported from a certain miss who shall for the nonce remain nameless. A comparison between the pictures accompanying this article will show the difference between the woman before and after treatment. Unfortunately, however, we have failed to record which is or was which. Anyhow look and beware or as the Latin would have it, carpe cavi diam distrio cumbullique atque.

Youse Corporation Guys!

want a campus! Every other in the country has a campus. the mugs up beyond the factory got a campus. But n’t and we’re mad.

Corporation... is back of your Bell Telephone service

In the front line of National Defense

Many of you are preparing to take your places in the nation’s service. No matter where that place may be, you’ll find the telephone industry right there with you.

For communication is the life-line of armed defense and of defense preparations.

At Western Electric we’re making equipment for use now which normally would not be required by the Bell System for several years. We’re rushing orders to equip new military posts—to provide increased telephone facilities for expanding defense industries.

In this time of need, as in calmer days, Western Electric’s long experience and manufacturing facilities are demonstrating their worth to the nation.